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GUN CONTROL » Shooting AN ENIGMA » Few details
dead, more than 500 hurt reignites heated debate
on gunman’s motive

Nation reeling after
Las Vegas massacre
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People flee the Route 91 Harvest music festival after gunfire breaks out Sunday in Las Vegas. A gunman killed at least 59 people in the worst mass shooting in modern U.S. history.

Local residents
among attack’s
victims, heroes

Shooter fired upon
music fans from
32nd floor of hotel
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LAS VEGAS — At first, it sounded like fireworks — a loud, crackling
noise. Then the awful realization began
to spread, unevenly, through the huge
crowd.
It dawned on people when they heard
screams, when they saw bloodied victims collapse around them, or when
others stampeded for the exits, trampling some of the people in their way.
Many of the terrified concertgoers
followed their instincts and crouched
or lay flat, not realizing that they remained exposed to a gunman lodged
high above them. Others surged into
surrounding streets and buildings,
leaving behind debris lost in the panic — drink cups, shoes, and cellphones
that kept ringing for hours, as relatives
and friends tried to reach their loved
ones and find out if they were safe.

im Schubert recalls the popping
sounds. And then there’s everything else she’ll never forget.
People standing next to her shot.
People behind her shot. And in front.
All a few songs into headliner Jason
Aldean’s Las Vegas show — shots that
transformed the three-day Route 91
Harvest Music Festival into a Sunday
night death zone.
“We all just got down on the ground
and started crawling,” said Schubert,
47, of Petaluma. “The shooting just
kept going. Constant. It never stopped,
just kept going and going and going.”
The transformation from a clear
desert night of country music in Las
Vegas to the most deadly mass shooting in modern United States history
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A body is covered with a sheet after a mass shooting in which dozens were killed at a
country music festival on the Las Vegas Strip on Sunday.
By sunrise Monday, the staggering
toll at an outdoor country music festival on a cool desert night was becoming
clear: at least 59 people killed, police
said, and 527 injured, either by gunfire
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INSIDE
■ North Coast congressmen push for action on
gun control laws / A6
■ Details of gunman’s life scant; motive still
remains unknown / A6
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TOM PETTY » 1950-2017

Rock ’n’ roll legend dies of heart attack
By ANTHONY MCCARTNEY
ASSOCIATED PRESS

LOS ANGELES — Tom Petty, an
old-fashioned rock superstar and everyman who drew upon the Byrds, the
Beatles and other bands he worshipped
as a boy and produced new classics
such as “Free Fallin,’ “Refugee” and
“American Girl,” has died.
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Petty passed away Monday night at
UCLA Medical Center in Los Angeles
after he suffered cardiac arrest at his
home in Malibu spokeswoman Carla
Sacks said. He was 66.
Petty and his longtime band the
Heartbreakers had recently completed
a 40th anniversary tour, one he hinted
would be their last.
“I’m thinking it may be the last trip

around the country,” Petty told Rolling
Stone last year. “We’re all on the backside of our 60s. I have a granddaughter
now I’d like to see as much as I can. I
don’t want to spend my life on the road.
This tour will take me away for four
months. With a little kid, that’s a lot of
time.”
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